Msd pro billet distributor wiring diagram

With this sort of an illustrative manual, you are going to be able to troubleshoot, stop, and total
your projects without difficulty. Not merely will it enable you to attain your required outcomes
faster, but additionally make the entire process easier for everybody. This e-book can show to
become the right device for all these who desire to create a well-organized and well-planned
operating surroundings. Wiring Diagram will come with several easy to adhere to Wiring
Diagram Instructions. It is supposed to aid each of the typical user in developing a suitable
method. These instructions will be easy to comprehend and use. Using this manual, you will be
in a position to find out how each and every element should be related and the actual actions
you should consider to be able to effectively complete a certain task. Wiring Diagram consists
of numerous in depth illustrations that display the relationship of assorted things. It includes
instructions and diagrams for various kinds of wiring techniques along with other things like
lights, windows, etc. The e-book includes a great deal of sensible techniques for different
scenarios that you may encounter when you are working with wiring issues. Every one of such
suggestions are illustrated with practical illustrations. Wiring Diagram not only gives detailed
illustrations of whatever you can do, but in addition the methods you need to stick to whilst
performing so. Additionally, Wiring Diagram provides you with the time frame in which the
assignments are to become completed. You may be in a position to learn precisely once the
projects ought to be accomplished, which makes it much easier for you personally to properly
handle your time and efforts. Wiring diagram also offers beneficial recommendations for
projects which may need some extra tools. This e-book even contains ideas for additional
provides that you may want in order to end your tasks. It will be able to supply you with further
equipment like conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, and so forth. It will also consist of
provides you might must total easy assignments. Wiring Diagram includes the two illustrations
and step-by-step directions that will allow you to really develop your undertaking. This is
beneficial for each the folks and for experts that are seeking to learn more regarding how to
established up a working atmosphere. Wiring Diagrams are created to be easy to comprehend
and easy to build. You are able to discover this guidebook easy to make use of and in addition
extremely inexpensive. You are able to always count on Wiring Diagram as an important
reference that will enable you to save money and time. Moreover, this book gives sensible
recommendations for many distinct tasks that you simply will probably be capable to
accomplish. Not just will it enable you to achieve yourâ€¦. With such an illustrative manual, you
will be capable of troubleshoot, prevent, and complete your assignments with ease. Not only
will it help you accomplish your desired results more quickly,â€¦. With this kind of an illustrative
guide, you will be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your assignments easily. Not only
will it assist you to attain yourâ€¦. Msd Wiring Diagrams â€” Brianesser â€” Msd Distributor
Wiring Diagram Wiring diagram also offers beneficial recommendations for projects which may
need some extra tools. Gallery of Msd Distributor Wiring Diagram. Photocell Switch Wiring
Diagram. Motion Sensor Light Wiring Diagram. This book is a collection of component
installation procedures, applications and technical information. Once you buy an MSD Ignition,
you will never be alone. We stand behind our products with a highly trained customer service
staff that is more than willing to answer your questions and give you component
recommendations. Our Customer Support Technicians are available by phone, fax and email. If
you cannot find a wiring diagram for your specific applica- tion or simply need more
information, contact our Customer Support Technicians at from 7 - 5 MST to answer your
questions or comments. You can also email the techs at msdtech msdignition. Good luck in
your performance and racing endeavors and remember, technical assistance is only a few
pages, key strokes or a phone call away. Repair and Service In case of malfunction, this MSD
component will be repaired free of charge according to the terms of the warranty. When
returning MSD components for warranty service, Proof of Purchase must be supplied for
verification. After the warranty period has expired, repair service is based on a minimum and
maximum fee. When returning the unit for repair, leave all wires at the length in which you have
them installed. Be sure to include a detailed account of any problems experienced, and what
components and accessories are installed on the vehicle. The repaired unit will be returned as
soon as possible using Ground shipping methods ground shipping is covered by war- ranty.
For more information, call MSD Ignition at MSD technicians are available from a. Monday Friday mountain time. This warranty is void for any products purchased through auction
websites. If found to be defective as mentioned above, it will be repaired or replaced at the
option of MSD Ignition. Any item that is covered under this warranty will be returned free of
charge using Ground shipping methods. This shall constitute the sole remedy of the purchaser
and the sole liability of MSD Ignition. To the extent permitted by law, the foregoing is exclusive
and in lieu of all other warranties or representation whether expressed or implied, including any
implied warranty of merchantability or fitness. In no event shall MSD Ignition or its suppliers be

liable for special or consequential damages. Any modifications to this item or if it is used on an
application other than what MSD Ignition markets the product, the warranty will be void. It is the
sole responsibility of the customer to determine that this item will work for the application they
are intending. MSD Ignition will accept no liability for custom applications. Wiring Diagrams and
Tech Notes. YES - Coil is compatible with the model indicated. Do not use. It is impossible to list
every coil combination and it is recommended to check with the coil manufacturer before
installation. The MSD Blaster Coils and any other oil-filled, canister style coils should be
mounted so that the high voltage coil tower is pointed upward. Also, mount the coil so the coil
wire is as short as possible to keep resistance low. Use of any coil that is not compatible may
damage the MSD and void the warranty. COM FAX Mounting MSD Ignition Controls are
designed to withstand under- hood temperatures but should be mounted away from direct
engine heat sources such as headers or manifolds. The ignition control can be mounted in most
positions except upside down. Mounting the unit in an enclosed area such as the glovebox is
not recommended. When running, the housing of the MSD will be hot to the touch. When a
suitable location is found, make sure the wires and harness will reach the coil and battery. Use
the igni- tion as a template and mark the mounting hole locations. Remove the ignition and drill
the mounting hole locations. If extremely high vibrations and shocks are expected, use a set of
MSD Vibration Mounts to help protect the ignition. All MSD Ignitions have a special water
resistant treatment to help prevent water damage. By seal- ing the base plate to the case the
condensation and water that seeps past the cables is trapped in the unit which may result in
corrosion. Always allow the unit to drain by not sealing the base plate. Wiring Tips When
making permanent electrical connections it is imperative that proper terminals, connectors and
soldering be used. Using connectors such as MSDs Weathertight or Deutsch connectors
provide positive locking, sealed connec- tions. Never simply twist and tape wires together.
Faulty wiring will result in ignition and electrical problems. No switch or fuse should be used.
The Red wire must be connected directly to the battery positive terminal or to the constant
positive side of the starter solenoid. The Black wire must be connected to the battery negative terminal or to a good engine or chassis ground. This Filter goes inline on the power cables and
will protect the Ignition from voltage spikes or battery failure. The Filter will also help eliminate a
major cause of radio noise that may affect engine or other on-vehicle electronics. Grounds A
poor ground connection can cause many frustrating problems. When a wire is specified to go to
ground it should be connected to the battery negative terminal, engine block or a common solid
ground on the chassis. Always connect the ground to a clean, paint free metal surface and
always have a ground strap between the engine and the chassis. Do not rely on solid engine
mounts as a ground between the chassis and engine. For higher output ignitions and on
vehicles with EFI, high volume fuel pumps, fans, etc Wire Length The power leads and the wires
of the MSD can be short- ened, however the correct connectors should be properly installed and
soldered in place. If the wires of your MSD Ignition are not long enough for your application,
they can be lengthened if properly done. If lengthening the heavy Power Cables, the next size
larger 10 gauge must be used. For the 14 gauge wiring, use the same size or 12 gauge. Always
take the time to solder and insulate these connec- tions. Doing it right the first time will save
you frustration later! Ballast Resistors When using an MSD 5 or Blaster Ignition, if a ballast
resistor was originally used in the coil wiring, it should be by- passed. If a ballast resistor was
not used, it is not necessary to install one. When an aftermarket coil is used with the Blaster
Ignition or MSD 5, follow the coil recommendation for a resistor. A factory ballast resistor does
not need to be bypassed with an MSD 6, 7, 8 or 10 Ignition. If the engine is cranked using the
same battery or other acces- sories such as fuel pumps and electric fans are used, the rating
should be more. In all cases, to ensure adequate running time, the bat- tery should be fully
charged at the start of operation. A fully charged 12 volt battery will read around Each cell of a
fully charged battery will read 1. Some chargers may produce potentially damaging high voltage
spikes that could damage the ignition control. It is not necessary to disconnect the MSD when
charging the battery, as long as the charger is making good contact with the battery. Receiving
a jump from another battery or car will not damage the MSD Ignition. A standard female faston
terminal is supplied for easy installation. Most factory and aftermarket tachometers will accept
this signal, however there are exceptions see the chart on page Some factory and budget
tachometers may require a Tach Adapter to operate correctly. MSD offers a couple dif- ferent
adapters for various applications. Before purchasing an Adapter, try connecting the
tachometers trigger wire directly to the MSDs tach output terminal. If the tach still does not
operate and is properly wired you may need a Tach Adapter. The chart on page 10 lists common
tachometers. With both components connected, the voltage signal is not strong enough to
accurately trigger the EFI. Call our Customer Support Department for the correct Adapter for
your application. The diagram below shows the correct wiring. A spe- cial copper-alloy

conductor is wrapped very tightly around a ferro-magnetic impregnated center core which gives
the wire extremely high EMI suppression. This design ensures that optimum spark energy will
reach the spark plugs while EMI noise is held at a minimum. Just like tires, oil or spark plugs,
the spark plug wires are a maintenance item. Service of the wires hinges on your application
and ignition control. If you have a 6AL Ignition and use the car as a daily driver, the wires will
last for thousands of miles. Conversely, if you are racing a high compression engine with
nitrous and an MSD 10, the wires should be inspected and even replaced during the race
season. When checking wires, closely inspect for signs of burning or arc-through. Look at the
boots for signs of cracking or burning and using an ohm meter to check resis- tance of each
wire is a good idea. Also, keep in mind that the coil wire is delivering eight times the spark so it
should be checked closely. When checking resistance of the wires note that the longer wires
will have more total resistance, but their values should average out. If one wire stands out
among the others, it should be replaced. Spark Plug Wires Spark plug wires have two main
objectives; transfer the spark energy to the plugs and suppress the Electro Magnetic
Interference EMI that the spark voltage projects. Too high of resistance decreases the spark
energy, yet too low of resis- tance may generate too much EMI noise which will interfere with
the operation of other electronics on the vehicle. A good quality wire, proper routing and routine
inspection are all important in getting the most performance out of your ignition system. The
Heli-Core Wires are a performance wire upgrade for any car or truck. For serious performance,
the 8. Both sets of wires feature a conductor that is helically wound around a special center
core that is designed to suppress, or choke, EMI. Solid core wires do not suppress EMI so there
could be interference with the ignition or other electronics on the vehicle. Spark Plug Wires and
Spark Plugs 8. This keeps any moisture out of the boot while lubricating and insu- lating the
terminal-to-plug connection. It also aids in pulling the plug socket off without tearing the boot or
wire. Extra protection from heat is always a good idea. MSD wires have a very durable sleeve
but in applications with tight engine compartments and close exhaust systems, ad- ditional
protection is a benefit. This is an extra thick sleeve of woven glass with a silicone coating and
will protect the boot from excessive heat. Another important point to consider is the way the
plug wires are routed. MSD offers a variety of Separators that will help position the wires away
from exhaust manifolds and sharp edges while keeping the engine compartment look- ing good.
Spark Plugs Choosing the correct spark plug design and heat range is important when trying to
get all the performance possible. Since there are so many engine combinations and
manufacturers, MSD cannot recommend which plug or what size gap is exactly right for your
car. It is recommended to follow the engine builders or manufacturers recommenda- tions for
plug heat range and gap. Once a proper plug is selected, you can experiment with the gap to get
the best performance. By using these recommendations as a starting point, you can experiment
by opening the gap in 0. When the performance falls off, the gap is too large. Carbureted or fuel
injection engines can use larger gaps, but turbo or supercharged engines should stick with the
smaller gap. If no significant gains are achieved, go with the smaller gap. Remember, the larger
gap taxes the plug, wires, cap and rotor. In this case, the coil wire must be routed through the
firewall. After changing the gap, reading the spark plugs is a helpful tool in getting the right tune
up. A ring can be seen where the effective heat transfer takes place. The closer this ring is to
the tip, the richer the mixture. Closer to the base of the plug means the engine is running more
lean. Note: These are recommended for normally aspirated engines only. Reduce the gap for
blower, turbo or nitrous applications. COM FAX Distributor Setup MSD offers a variety of
distributors designed for different applications ranging from low profile and small diameter
models to a front drive distributor. You can have the most powerful ignition available, but if you
are not accurately triggering all of that energy or not getting it to the right spark plug at the
precise moment, all of that power is be- ing wasted. Due to the increased energy output of an
MSD Ignition Control, proper setup of the distributor is very important. A good quality cap and
rotor should always be used and inspected on a regular basis. Note that areas with higher
humidity are more succeptible to carbon tracking or spark scatter due to condensation build up.
Another problem that can arise within a distributor cap is called ionization. Ionization occurs
when the air inside the cap becomes electrically charged resulting in spark scatter or crossfire.
It is more prevalent in smaller caps and again in areas with higher humidity. MSD rotors are
designed with high vanes to help stir up the air preventing a charged area from building up. For
more prevention, you can drill vent holes in the cap to release the pressure and to introduce
fresh air. Also, position the holes opposite the intake manifold and in dusty climates, it is a
good idea to epoxy screens over the holes. This pickup is maintenance-free and extremely
reliable. There are two wires that come out of the pickup and are routed into a 2-pin connector
that mates with the connector from the MSD Ignition. The 2-Pin connectors are designed to only
connect one way so the wiring cannot be switched. If for some reason the connectors are

changed, be sure the wires are connected with matching polarity. If they are not, the engine may
or may not start, but if it does the timing will be inconsistent and it will run rough and not
accelerate. The magnetic pickup wires should always be routed clear of the spark plug wires
and coil wires. It is ideal to route the wires near the frame or engine because there is less
electrical activity near these surfaces. The wires should always be twisted to help prevent any
EMI interference. In applications with a lot of wiring such as electrical fuel injection systems, a
shielded harness is recommended. COM FAX Distributor Setup Tips If the distributor has
vacuum advance, leave it connected and check the phasing at your average driving rpm and at
a lower rpm. At high rpm, note the rotor position and mark it on the cap terminal, then check it
at low rpm and again mark the rotor position. The phasing should be set in the middle. MSD
magnetic pickup distributors are set at the factory and should not require adjusting. This
compensates for the phasing without having to move the trigger mechanism. If you are using a
Crank Trigger system to trigger the ignition, rotor phasing is easy to set by adjusting the housing of the distributor. Rotor Phasing Rotor phasing is the alignment between the rotor tip and
the distributor cap terminal when the spark occurs. If the rotor tip is not aligned with the post
when the spark occurs, the spark may find another path to ground resulting in scattered timing
or a missfire. On engines with extreme cylinder pressures such as nitrous or superchargers the
rotor phasing becomes even more important. To check rotor phasing, you need an extra cap
that you can drill or cut a hole in to expose a terminal. It may help to mark a reference center
line on the rotor tip and the terminal post with white correction fluid. Connect a timing light to
the wire of the exposed terminal. With the engine running, the phasing can be observed. It is
correct when the center line reference marks are aligned. For applications that advance or
retard the timing electronically, rotor phasing must be taken into consideration. If a multiple
stage nitrous engine removes 16 of timing at top end, the rotor tip will be past the cap terminal
when the spark is triggered. These will help you adjust the rotor phasing when not using a
Crank Trigger. The distributors with this feature are supplied with three sets of advance springs
and four stop bushings. The advance assembly is made up of weights, springs, an advance cam
and an advance stop bushing. The distributor can be used in a wide selection of applications by
chang- ing the springs and stop bushing only. There is no need to change the weights or
advance cam. Timing Functions There are several different timing specifications that are used
when referring to the ignition timing. Initial Timing: This is the base or idle timing. It is the
amount of timing set in the engine before any advance begins. Mechanical Advance Centrifugal
: This is a mechanical feature on most distributors that advances the timing as engine rpm
increases. The amount of advance is de- termined by the stop bushing and the rate of advance
is determined by the tension of the springs. Under partial throttle high vacuum conditions this
vacuum advance increases the timing to increase the economy. Total Timing: This is the total of
the Initial Timing, Cen- trifugal advance and if equipped, the vacuum advance. Tips on Choosing
an Advance Curve The function of the advance curve is to match the igni- tion timing to the
burning rate of the fuel and speed rpm of the engine. Any factor changing the burning rate of
the fuel or the engine speed can cause a need for an ignition timing change. These factors
range from fuel octane to the shape of the combustion chamber. Check with your engine builder
to determine what ignition curve will best suit your engine and driving habits. Page 16 shows
the different curves you can select with an MSD distributor. Selecting the Advance Springs The
advance springs determine how quick the ad- vance comes in. The starting point of the advance
curve is controlled by the length and tension of the spring. The slope, or how fast the curve
comes in is determined by spring tension. Mechanical Advance Setup Tips To change the
advance springs, simply use a set of needle nose pliers and pull the spring off. There are four
different bushings with their amounts shown below. Red - 28 Blue - 21 Silver - 25 Black - 18 To
change the advance stop bushing, remove the locknut and washer on the bottom of the
advance assembly. Remove the bushing and install the new one. To begin, remove the advance
springs and weights. Next, remove the roll pin from the end of the shaft so the shaft can be
pulled out of the advance assembly about two inches. Rotate the shaft and position the stop
bushing pin in the small hole on the advance assembly. Install the locknut and washer to the
stop bushing pin, then install the roll pin. Locking Out the Centrifigul Advance. NOTE: This is a
general overview of locking-out the mechanical advance. Refer to you distributors instructions
for specific applications. All of these measurements are important to the performance and life of
your engine and should be checked. If the deck height or heads have been machined or you are
using exotic intake manifolds these measurements must be taken. Setting the Slip Collar 1.
Loosen the slip collar of the 3-In-1 tool and install the housing into the engine block. Make sure
the cut out area of the tool is lined up with the cam gear. Position the slip collar to the base of
the intake manifold and tighten the collar in place. Checking the Intermediate Shaft Length 1.
Install housing into the block making sure that the cut out area of the tool lines up with the cam

gear. Insert the 3-In-1 shaft into the housing making sure it falls into the groove on the
intermediate shaft. When the shaft is in place, the shaft index mark should line up or be below
the top of the housing. If the index mark is above the housing, there is not enough engagement
and the shaft is too short. Oil Priming the Engine 1. Install the housing and shaft into the
engine. Make sure the shaft tongue and the oil pump intermediate shaft are engaged properly.
Turn shaft clockwise. The two are easy to distinguish; the Street Fire has a cast aluminum
housing while the MSD model is bil- let, polished alu- minum. There are four positions that the
Stop can be in- stalled as shown. This is due to the fact that the trigger signal is coming directly
from the source of piston position in the cylinder; the crankshaft. Distributors are accurate, but
the piston position is de- rived through the timing chain, the camshaft, cam gear and finally to
the distributor shaft. There are no mechani- cal variables in piston position when using a crank
trigger system. Magnets are embedded in the flywheel to produce the trigger signal. The
non-magnetic pickup can only be triggered by the magnets in the flywheel. This design prevents
the chance of false triggering. When installing the pickup, it is recommended to twist the wires
together and route the wires near the frame or engine. These areas act as an electrical shield
against elec- trical interfer- ence in the air. Also keep the wires away from any spark plug wires,
coil wires and ignition wires. Many kits feature a bracket that can be installed on either side of
the engine block. Some kits are also supplied with several spacers to help obtain the correct
alignment of the pickup and wheel. Due to the variety of balancers and pulleys, some modifying
may be required to achieve the correct positioning of the bracket and pickup. Trigger Wheel
Mounting Unlike conventional crank trigger systems using a mag- netic pickup, the MSD trigger
wheel must be mounted in the proper position. This is due to the polarity of the magnets in the
wheel. If the wheel is reversed, the trigger signal will be affected and may advance the timing
and cause inconsistent triggering accuracy. On the wheel there is an arrow which must point in
the same direction as the engine rotation. Make sure this is installed correctly. When the wheel
and trigger pickup bracket are mounted, make sure the pickup is positioned in the center of the
trigger wheel. If it is not, the trigger signal can be af- fected. If they are not aligned, the bracket
may require different spacers. Flying Magnet Crank Trigger Tips Setting the Air Gap The air gap
between the pickup and trigger wheel is important, however it does not affect the performance
in regards to your ET or mph. It affects the strength of the trigger signal. The farther away the
pickup is from the wheel the weaker the trigger signal becomes. This could come into effect at
cranking rpm. The minimum air gap is 0. Some big cubic inch engine builders ci recommend 0.
A good rule of thumb is to run the pickup all the way in until it contacts the trigger wheel. Then,
back the pickup out one full turn. This will set approximately 0. They feature an ignition module
built into the base of the unit that produces a high output, single spark. These distributors are
easy to recognize as they have a 3-pin weathertight connector with a Red, Orange and Black
wire. These distributors feature a timing advance that is digitally controlled as well as an
adjustable rev limiter. Both are adjusted via rotary dials under the cap. The diagrams on the
next page show the variety of timing curves available. The MSD 5 is a multiple spark ignition,
while the Blaster is a single spark, long duration design. Both are designed for entry level and
budget build-ups and can be triggered with points or electronic ignitions. Ballast Resistors: If
the vehicle has a ballast resistor or resistor wiring leading to the coil, leave it inline and connect
the Red wire of the ignition before the resistor. For aftermarket coils, use the coil manufacturers
recomendations. Black: Connects to ground. Orange: Connects to the negative - terminal of the
coil. White: Connects to the points or electronic ignition amplifier output. Blaster Ignition Only
Green: Magnetic pickup negative -. The wiring colors and functions are shared with the 6-Series
Ignitions. If you dont see your application, go to the 6-Series Ignition section of this book. Note:
Never connect to the alternator. Heavy Black: This wire connects to a good ground, either at the
battery negative - terminal or to the engine. Red: Connects to a switched 12 volt source, such as
the ignition key or switch. This is the only wire that makes electrical contact with the coil
positive terminal. Black: Connects to the negative - terminal of the coil. This is the only wire that
makes electrical contact with the coil negative terminal. Gray: Tach output wire. Connect to the
tachometer or other rpm device. The two circuits will never be used together. White: This wire is
used to connect to the points or electronic ignition amplifier output. Violet and Green: These
wires are routed together in one harness to form the Magnetic Pickup connector. The connector
plugs directly into an MSD Distributor. It will also connect to factory magnetic pickups or other
aftermarket pickups. When these wires are used, the White wire is not. Never touch the coil or
connect test equipment to these terminals. When disconnecting the battery always remove the
negative cable first and install it last. NOTE: Remove the coil terminal wires. The negative wire
connects to the Street Fire White. The positive wire connects to the Street Fire Red. The Street
Fire Orange connects to the coil positive terminal, Black connects to the coil negative terminal.
These Ignition Controls feature capacitive discharge circuitry and multiple sparks. They will

install to most vehicles with a 12 Volt electrical system and a distributor that is triggered with
points, electronic amplifiers or magnetic pickups. The heavy Black con- nects to the battery
negative - terminal or other good engine ground. Red: Connects to a switched 12 volts source.
White: This is one of the wires that provides a trigger signal for the MSD. It connects to the
breaker points, electronic ignition amplifier output or to the Yellow wire of an MSD timing
accessory. When this wire is used, the Magnetic connector is not Violet and Green wires. Violet
and Green: These wires are routed together in one harness to form the magnetic pickup connector. When they are used, the White wire is not. The wire in the A port is positive pink. The
wires in B and C are coil negative wires, color will vary by application. To indentify which of the
following diagrams fit you specific application, remove the distributor cap and rotor and locate
the ignition module at the base of the distributor. Count the number of terminals on both ends
of the module and follow the corresponding diagram. GM used 4, 5, and 7-pin modules in these
distributors. NOTE: Some 5-pin models may experience a hesitation or stall on deceleration.
MSD Tech Line Remove the distributor cap and rotor. Disconnect the connector with the white
and green wires from the module, and remove the module, condenser and cable from the
distributor. Install the PN cable as shown using the module mounting screws and the wire
clamps supplied in the MSD Parts kit. Notice that the tabs are different sizes so they can be
installed one way only. Reinstall the cap and rotor and connect the MSD Ignition control. A
harness, PN , is required for this installation supplied with most 6-Series Ignitions. Cut and
splice the two white wires coil negative together and connect to the white of MSD. If the vehicle
is not equipped with a factory tach, there will only be one white wire. If you did not find a
schematic to match your application, or if you need assistance, please contact MSD Tech at or
check our online version at msdignition. The Distributors are for use with boats equipped with
automotive style engines. All of the Marine Ignition components are equipped with Weathertight
connectors and the corresponding connectors. The 6M-2 and 6M-2L are capacitive discharge,
multiple spark ignitions and will install to points, electronic ignitions and magnetic pickups.
Both ignitions are U. The heavy Black connects to the battery negative - terminal or other good
engine ground. Red: Connects to a switched 12 volt source. It connects to the breaker points or
electronic ignition output. When this wire is used the Magnetic pickup connector is not Violet
and Green. Violet and Green: These wires are routed in the same 2-pin connector. Gray: This is
the tach signal wire and connects directly to the tachometer. It produces a 12 volt square wave
signal. Do not touch the coil or connect test equipment to these terminals. The rpm limit is
adjusted with a potentiometer from 3, to 8, rpm. It can be used on 4, 6 and 8-cylinder automotive
style engines. It cannot be used with an MSD Ignition. Black: Connects to engine ground.
Orange: Connects to the coil negative - terminal. White: Connects to the points output or
electronic amplifier trigger wire. Adjusting the Rev Limit When the potentiometer is turned to
the full counterclockwise position there is no rpm limit. When the potentiometer is turned to the
full clockwise position the limit is approximately 8, rpm for an 8-cylinder, 10, on a 6-cylinder and
16, on a 4-cylinder. The PN features a built-in 2-step rev limiter that is adjusted with rotary dials.
The Programmable unit connects to a PC for adjustments to its features. Both are outlined in
the following pages. The Ignition is load protected from reverse battery connections and will
automatically shut down if there is over 28 volts input. Note: Do not connect to the alternator.
Connects to a switched 12 volt source such as the ignition key or switch. This is the ONLY wire
that makes electrical contact with the positive coil terminal. Black: This wire connects to the coil
negative - terminal. This is the ONLY wire that makes electrical contact with the negative coil
terminal. Only one circuit will be used at a time. White: This wire is used to connect to breaker
points, electronic ignition amplifier output or to the Yellow wire of an MSD Timing Accessory.
This wire connects to the trigger wire of a Hall-effect pickup. When used, the White and
Magnetic Pickup wires are not used. Violet and Green: These wires are routed together in one
harness as the magnetic pickup connector. The connector plugs directly into an MSD
distributor or crank trigger. It will also connect to aftermarket pickups. Blue: This wire activates
the 2-Step Rev Control. When 12 volts is applied to this wire, the low rpm limit is activated.
When 12 volts is removed, the rev limit returns to the high limit. Connects to the tachometer
trigger wire or other rpm activated device. When 12 volts are applied to this wire it will activate
the Launch Rev Limit and reset the Launch Retard. This overrides other rev limits. Light Blue:
Burnout Rev Limit. When 12 volts are applied the Burnout Rev Limit is active. Pink: Retard Step.
This retard is activated when 12 volts are applied and rpm is above the Step1 Rpm value. If
installing the Ignition on a different style engine, the number of cylinders will need to be
selected on the Cylinder Select Rotary Switch. Both limits are adjusted in rpm increments by
turning the rotary switches on the side of the Ignition, see figure on right. Note: The engine can
be running as you make adjustments to the rev limiter function. Max Rev Limiter: Adjustable
from 2, to 11, rpm. It is generaly connected to a clutch switch or transbrake. It is adjustable from

2, to 11, rpm. No Limits: If no rev limits are desired, position the dials at Zero. If the LED
indicates that there is a problem with the ignition system, follow the steps through the
Troubleshooting section. The LED will appear to be on steady above idle speeds when
everything is functioning properly. Flashes once per second if the battery supply voltage is low
when under 3, rpm while multiple sparking. This indicates a charging problem or poor
connection. It will flash approximately once per second if the battery input voltage is above 28
volts for a sustained amount of time. The LED will flash for every trigger signal from the
distributor or crank trigger. These instructions serve as an overview of the features and their
operation. The features are listed in the same order that they show on the Data Editor list in the
software. NOTE: If you are programming the timing functions of the ignition, the distributor will
require being locked-out. Rev Limits Up to three different rev limits can be programmed in rpm
increments. RevBurn: Burnout Rev Limit. This limit is activated when 12 volts are applied to the
Light Blue wire. It is adjustable from 2, to 12, rpm. RevLaunch: Launch Rev Limit. This limit is
activated when 12 volts are applied to the Dark Blue wire. It is adjustable from 1, to 12, rpm. This
is the over-rev limit and is active whenever the Launch and Burnout limits are off. This RPM
value will set up a window so the Launch limiter will not reactivate when using the clutch
between shifts. Launch Retard The launch retard can be activated multiple ways depending on
the application. In order to customize this feature to your application there are 3 adjustments
that need to be made Figure If this delay is set at 0 seconds, then the launch retard will become
active as soon as 12 volts is applied to the Launch Wire. If you have anything other than 0
seconds example:. The retard amount will become active when 12 volts is applied to the Launch
wire if the Delay is set to 0 seconds. When the Launch Wire is removed from 12 volts and the
Launch Delay value is timed out then timing will begin ramping back into the motor. The Ramp
determines how fast this is done. Always remember all timing retards Launch, Step, Boost and
the Run Curve retards are all added together in the total retard amount. When using multiple
retards be sure to check the timing in order to insure that they don't overlap. Step Retard There
is a single step retard that is controlled through the Pink activation wire or through rpm. It can
also have an rpm point that the engine must reach before the retard becomes active a minimum
rpm can also be programmed that must be reached before a step becomes active. A time based
ramp can be programmed to gradually bring the retard to its full On amount, or to ramp the
retard amount out back to no retard from its setting. Activation through Wiring: The retard is
activated when 12 volts are applied to the Pink wire. The maximum retard allowed by the
ignition is a total of 30 including other retard amounts or a boost map. Activation through RPM:
The step retard can also be activated through rpm. In order to achieve this, 12 volts must still be
applied to the Pink wire, and an rpm value must be selected from the Step RPM menu. When 12
volts are applied, the retard will not activate until the rpm value is reached. Note that the retard
will remain active above this rpm. It will deactivate when the rpm drops below the set amount or
when 12 volts are removed from the Pink wire. COM FAX NOTE: If you prefer to activate the step
retard through the activation wire and not rpm, then the rpm value of the retard step menu must
be set to rpm. Step Retard Ramp: The retard step can be ramped to and from its full retard
amount over a time based program Figure It is adjustable from Default is zero for both On and
Off. RPM: The minimum engine rpm that must be reached before a step retard is activated. On:
The amount of time it takes for the step retard to reach its Retard Degree. Allows a gradual ramp
On time to reach the Retard Degree. User adjustable from 0. Off: The amount of time it takes for
the step to retard to reach NO retard. Allows a gradual ramp Off time to reach NO Retard. Deg:
The amount of retard. NOTE: All of the retard amounts are cumulative and the maximum amount
of retard is The curve can be programmed from 2 psia psia in 0. Up to 32 different points can be
input on the Boost Chart. Also, all of these points are interpolated every millisecond to create a
smooth no steps curve. Rev Average: This allows you to program the number of engine
revolutions that occur to produce an average boost value. It is adjustable in 2, 4, 6 or 8
crankshaft revolutions. This function is designed to help average the boost pressure to provide
an accurate reading. The default is two revolutions which should be ideal for the majority of
applications. Select a 15 psia, 30 psia or 45 psia sensor. Default is 15 psia. Run Retard Curve
This program provides the ability to create a timing curve. The curve can be programmed from ,
rpm in 0. You can program up to 32 different points on the map. Cylinder Count CylCnt: This is
the number of cylinders of the engine. Programmable for 4, 6 and 8-cylinders. Once a change
has been made, turn the ignition Off and On to reset. Test Can be set to spark On for normal
operation. Set to spark Off to disable the output as an antitheft setting. These ignitions are
designed primarily for circle track and road course racing where running a redundant ignition
system is commonplace. Some of these Ignition Controls feature NASCAR approved
Weathertight connectors, a clear base- plate for easy tech inspection and a clear silicone
potting for added vibration protection. There are many different options when running a

redundant ignition. White: This single wire provides a trigger signal for the MSD. When this wire
is used, the Magnetic pickup wires are not Violet and Green wires. Violet and Green: These
wires are routed together in one harness to form the magnetic pickup connector. These
ignitions share the same housing design, wiring and functions. The main difference is that the
Digital-7 Plus produces more spark energy and is intended for racing applica- tions only. Both
ignitions will install to most vehicles with a 12 volt electrical system and a distributor that is
triggered with points, electronic amplifiers or magnetic pickups. The heavy Black connects the
bat- tery negative - terminal or other good engine ground. Connects to a switched 12 volts
source. Connects to the negative - coil terminal. Connects to a points or amplifier trigger
source. When this wire is used, the Magnetic Pickup is not Green and Violet. These wires are
routed into a 2-pin connector. If this connector is used, the White wire will not be connected.
This wire is used to activate the 2-Step Rev Limit. When 12 volts are applied, the Launch rpm
limit is activated. This is the Retard activation wire. When 12 volts are applied, the Retard stage
is activated. Magnetic Pickup Compensation circuit adjusts for different style pickups. For other
engines, use the cylinder select dial. Start Retard: There is also an op- tional 20 degree start
retard that will occur during cranking. When selected, the timing will retard 20 degrees until the
engine reaches RPM. Note: Positions 8 and 9 cause the ignition NOT to run. Use as a theft
deterrant. The two terminal strips allow for easier wiring. The LED over the power connections
comes in handy for troubleshooting, it flashes only when the coil fires. Red Ignition : Connects
to a switched 12 volt source. Such as the ignition key or switch. Black Coil - : Connects to the
negative - terminal of the coil. When this wire is used, the Magnetic Pickup con- nector is not
used. When these wires are used, the Points Terminal is not. When there is no 12 volts, RPM
module 2 is active. The ignition is set for 8-cylinder operation. To program the unit for other
engines, remove the one screw that holds the cover to reveal three wire loops Figure 1. Cutting
a wire loop determines the cylinder selection. A harness, PN , is required for this installation.
Reinstall the cap and rotor and connect the MSD Ignition control as shown in the next diagram.
There are three different large cap HEI distributors. Some 5-pin models may experience a
hesitation or stall on decelera- tion. This ignition shares the same wiring to run the vehicle, but
the 7AL-3 has several optional accessories that can be connected. This ignition will install to
most vehicles with a 12 volt electrical system and a distributor that is triggered with points,
electronic amplifiers or magnetic pickups. Red IGN : Connects to a switched 12 volt source. The
over-rev rpm limit is active when the other limits are not activated. The Burnout or Launch rev
limits are activated when 12 volts are applied to the corresponding terminal. If both limits are
supplied with 12 volts, the Launch limit will override the Burnout limit. NOTE: If no rpm module
is installed, there will be no rev limit. Start Retard When 12 volts are applied to this terminal, the
timing will be retarded 25 until the engine reaches rpm where it deactivates. This can be
connected to the starter solenoid to receive 12 volts when cranking or can be connected
directly to 12 volts such as from the IGN terminal. Retard Stages There are four stages of retard.
The amounts are cumulative with a total of 20 being the max re- tard. If a stage is not going to
be used, a Zero degree module MUST be installed or the terminal s must be grounded. The
Output RAS terminal will supply a ground path to activate a circuit at a desired rpm capable of
up to 10 Amps. The positive side of the solenoid will provide ground until activated. NOTE:
Once the engine revs past 1, rpm the 25 start retard will not activate again until the ignition is
shut off. These are powerful ignitions with a list of programmable timing and rpm features. They
can be triggered by points, amplifiers, magnetic pickups or the trigger output of an ECU for fuel
injection systems. This chart shows what features are available in each model. NOTE: Do not
connect to the alternator. This wire connects to a good ground, either at the battery negative terminal or to the engine. This wire connects to the coil negative - terminal. The two circuits will
never be used at the same time. This wire is used to connect to breaker points, electronic
ignition amplifier output or to the trigger output of the ECU. When this wire is used, the
Magnetic Pickup connector is not used. These wires are routed together in one harness as the
magnetic pickup connector. This 2-pin connector plugs into a Cam Sync Sensor to indicate
when the number one cylinder is triggered. The wires are Light Blue and Light Green. This must
be covered when using the 2-pin cam sync input. Launch Limit. When 12 volts are applied, this
wire activates several features includ- ing; Launch rev limit, Launch Retard value, Launch
Timing Curve and will reset the Shift Light sequence to 1st gear. Burnout Limit. This wire
activates the Burnout rev limit when 12 volts are applied. When the Dark Blue and Light Blue
wires are appled to 12 volts at the same time, a fourth rev limit is activated. This limit is to spool
up a turbo during the burnout. Step 1 Retard. This wire activates the first retard stage when it is
applied to 12 volts. When 12 volts is removed the retard is deactivated. Step 2 Retard. This wire
activates the second retard stage when it is applied to 12 volts. Step 3 Retard. This wire
activates the third retard stage when it is applied to 12 volts. Shift Light activation wire.

Supplies ground to activate a light. RPM Activation Switch. This wire will supply a ground to
complete a circuit at a desired rpm. It will handle up to 3 amps continuous. Note, only two wires
are used. Note that all of the retard amounts are cumulative and the maximum amount of retard
is As indicated, not all features are available in each model. Rev Limits Up to three different rev
limits can be programmed in rpm increments from 2, 12, It is adjust- able from 2, to 12, rpm. This
is the overrev limit and is active whenever the Launch and BurnOut limits are off. RPM:
Adjustable in rpm increments from 2, 12, PN only - AdjOff: This program enables an automatic
compensating rev limiter that will correct trigger input offsets and variables. It can be turned On
or Off. PN and PN only - Spool-Up: This program gives turbo cars a fourth rev limit to help the
engine spool boost pressure prior to the burnout. It is active when both the Light and Dark Blue
wires are applied to 12 volts at the same time. It is adjustable in rpm increments from 2, 12,
Default is 3, rpm. Start Retard Program an amount of retard that will occur while the engine is
cranking. This helps reduce the load on the starter for easier cranking. It is adjustable from 0 25 in 1 increments. This is an automatic feature and will enable below rpm and will deactivate
when the engine reaches above rpm. Default is Launch Retard This is the time based retard
ramp. It can be programmed from in 0. When 12 volts are removed from the Dark Blue wire, the
timer begins to ramp the retard value back to 0 over the programmed time. Once the time is
over, the retard will not be activated again. Step Retards There are three step retards that are
controlled through three corresponding activation wires or through rpm. They can also have an
rpm point that the engine must reach before the retard becomes active. A minimum rpm can
also be programmed that must be reached before a step becomes active. A time based ramp
can be programmed to gradually bring the retard to its full on amount, or to ramp the retard
amount out back to no retard from its setting. When the steps are enabled at the same time the
retard amounts are added together. The maximum retard allowed by the Ignition is a total of 30
including other retard amounts from a launch, boost or gear retard. In order to achieve this, 12
volts must still be applied to the corresponding step retard, and an rpm value must be selected
from the Step RPM menu. Note that the retard will remain active above this rpm, even when
other stages are activated. It will deactivate when the rpm drops below the set amount. NOTE: If
you prefer to activate the step retards through the activation wires and not rpm, then the rpm
value in each of the desired step menus must be set to rpm. Step Retard Ramp: Each retard
step can be ramped to and from its full retard amount over a time based program Figure 3.
Default is 0. RPM: The minimum engine rpm that must be reached before a step retard is
activated default is rpm. Off: The amount of time it takes for the step to retard to reach 0 no
retard. Step Retard Off Delay: This feature will set a time based delay to deactivate the step
retards. This is designed to keep the timing retarded to clear the engine of any nitrous oxide
prior to deactivating the retard. The rate of ramp is adjustable from 0 2. Gear Select The Three
Step Retard wires, Pink 1 , Violet 2 and Tan 3 can also be wired to indicate the first three gear
changes to the ignition control. When selected from the Step Wire menu, the ignition will know
that the car is in second gear when 12 volts are applied to the Pink wire, third for the Violet and
fourth when the Tan wire is applied to 12 volts. By using this feature, if you lift off the throttle
and get back on it, the ignition will not count it as a gear change. This is a sequenced series
meaning Tan 3 will not become active until it sees 12 volts on Pink 1 , and Violet 2. This way, 12
volts do not need to be removed from each wire before the following gear is selected. Gear
Retards This program provides the ability to create a run curve for each gear. Up to six different
curves can be programmed from 12, rpm in 0. You can program up to 32 different points on
each Gear Map. The number of gears is adjustable under the SHIFT menu, as well as the amount
of rpm drop the ignition needs to see before knowing that a different gear has been selected. Up
to six gears can be programmed. These retards are mapped out on the Gear Retard chart of the
Graph View. That will give you a small window to show the different color gear traces so
creating a dif- ferent curve for each gear is easier. If you want the same retard curve for all
gears, compose the curve, select the Edit pull down menu and copy the curve, then select Paste
All. Tach Trigger: There are two choices for the output of the tach terminal on the end panel of
the ignition or the Gray wire of the pin connector. The tach output is a 30 duration 12 volt signal
that is compatible with most tachs and data acquisition systems. The default is Trigger which
provides the most accurate signal for rpm sensing components. The tach Timing program
should only be used when spark timing data is required by an acquisition control or to fire
another ignition. Individual Cylinder Timing Each cylinder can be retarded up to 10 in 0.
Adjustments are made through the CylDeg menu. Default for each cylinder is 0. A Cam Sync
signal for cylinder number one must be incorporated. The spark sequence, or firing order needs
to be considered when selecting the ICT. You can go through the Cylinder Num- bers and place
them with the corresponding position, or go to the Sequence window and select from the
pre-programmed firing orders. This will help by listing the cylinder number next to the sequence

number. Spark Sequence Program the firing order of your engine, reference only. Degree
Program the amount of retard of each cylinder. These retard rates are added to any other
retards that are active. Max retard is RPM Window: Program an rpm value to activate and
deactivate a circuit from 12, rpm in rpm incre- ments. Time Based: Program an activation point
in 0. Up to 25 seconds of total time. OnDelay: The amount of time after launch 12 volts removed
from the Dark Blue wire. OffDelay: The amount of time that the switch stays activated. This can
be programmed from seconds. It will always deactivate after 25 seconds. This also can be
programmed where the deactivation point is less than the activation point. Adjustable from psi.
This can be set lower than the activation pressure. PSI Delay: Delay the activation or
deactivation of the pressure switch. OffDly: The amount of time that the switch delays turning
off after the given pressure is reached. Adjusted from seconds. OnDly: The amount of time that
the switch delays turning on after the given pressure is reached. COM FAX Shift Light This
program lets you select the number of gears Last Gear , program the shift light to come on
when the Launch Light rpm is reached, set an rpm point for each gear and the rpm drop for the
ignition to recognize as a gear shift between each gear. When the correct rpm is reached the
Yellow wire is switched to ground to activate the shift light or solenoid relay. Launch Light: This
programs an rpm window that will illuminate the shift light when the correct rpm is reached for
the holeshot. When the rpm is in this window the light will be on solid. If the rpm goes high, the
light will flash. If the rpm goes low, the light turns off. RpmHi: The high rpm for the launch light
program. RpmLo: The low rpm for the launch light program. ShiftLight: Program the rpm point
for each gear change. Programmable from rpm. Default is five gears. SetGear: This allows you
to use the step retard wires as shift indicator wires. This is useful on engines that dont show
enough rpm drop between gears to register a shift. It is programmed in graph view on the Rev
Limit chart and is adjustable in rpm increments down to 0. Pt 1: Adjust from the Rev Limit chart
of graph view up to 32 points. RPM Slew This program allows you to control the rate of engine
acceleration in each gear. This is an rpm limiting function based on a ratio between engine rpm
and time. You can program the rate at which the engine accelerates by selecting an rpm per
second. If 3, rpm is selected, that means the engine will be limited to 3, rpm per second. This is
adjustable for each gear. Adjustable from gears. RPMSlew: The rpm amount per second,
adjustable from 9, rpm per second in rpm increments. Note that this Slew rate is disabled when
the Launch or Burnout rev limits are active. A crank trigger should be used. Margin The Slew
Margin is a program to ensure very accurate rev limiting action especially when an engine
accelerates quickly. There is a High and Low Margin value that ranges from rpm. The Margins
should be programmed close to the Slew depend- ing on the engines acceleration capabilities.
At lower rpm, there are less revolutions per second so the Margin should be set lower. At high
rpm there are more combustion events taking place as well as more mechanical variables such
as crank flex so the high Margin should be set higher. Low: Default is rpm. High: Default is rpm.
Default is Off. Inhibit: This feature allows you to inhibit the activation of the Slew for an
adjustable length of time after the launch. It is adjustable from. Target HoldCnt: The number of
cylinder counts that occur after a Slew rev limit is active before the Slew Target rpm is
repositioned. The default is 10 which is typical for an engine in the rpm range. Higher revving
engines should use a higher Hold Count. A pro stock engine typically will be set around 11 or
higher. The count is adjustable from and is most effective in the range. Adjustable from
maximum, in increments of 2. The curve can be programmed from 2psia - 45psia in 0. Up to 32
different points on can be input on the Boost Chart. The default is 2 revolutions which should
be ideal for the majority of applications. Select a 15psia 1-Bar , 30psia 2-Bar , or 45psia 3-Bar
sensor. Default is 15psia. Default is the Launch Rev Limit. Off: Deactivates the Run History.
Launch: The Run History acquisition begins recording when the car launches Dark Blue wire is
removed from 12 volts. Earlier version units that dont have a Gray wire on the pin connector can
connect to the Tach output connector. Due to different version of PN , units starting with
version v And a menu item at the bottom of the Data Editor listed Text will need to be switched
to the Spark Off position. The Test section in the Data Editor is only available in version 09 and
later units. Your version can be identified in the Data Source location. This provides total
programming control and features an LCD monitor screen with push buttons for editing the
programs. The Monitor connects to the MSDs through a 9-pin computer type harness. It can be
left connected or removed when the engine is running. There are four buttons across the top of
the Monitor: ENTER This is used to open the selected field for further programming or to load a
new program. NEXT Pressing this button moves the cursor to the next field. Pressing the Up
button increases the value while the down arrow lowers it. From this screen, the rpm value
automatically is saved without having to go to the Save menu. It is also compatible with 4, 6 or
8-cylinder engines. There is also a built-in 2-Step rev control to provide an overrev and launch
rpm limit. This terminal delivers a 12 volt square wave signal as an output for a tachometer or

devices that require an rpm signal. When this terminal is connected to 12 volts, RPM module 1
is active. These wires are routed together in one harness from the Magnetic Pickup connector. It
will also connect to factory magnetic pickups or other aftermarket pickups Figure 4. The Violet
wire is pos. Connects to the negative - terminal of the coil. The heavy Black con- nects the
battery negative - terminal or other good engine ground. This is the only wire that makes electrical contact with the coil negative terminal. This is the only wire that makes electri- cal contact
with the coil positive terminal. This is the trigger input terminal for points, amplifiers, a timing
control or from an ECU. If this is connected, the magnetic pickup terminals will not be used. If
these terminals are connected, the Points terminal will not be used. This is the tach output
terminal. It provides a 12 volt square wave signal that most tachometers will accept. This is the
2-Step activation terminal. When this wire is grounded, Module 2 is activated. When not
grounded, Module 1 is active. This can be used as an emergency kill switch. When grounded,
the ignition system is turned Off. The Controllers are designed to control the ignition system on
engines that have been retro-fit with a carburetor. They can also be used on factory EFI systems
with the proper accessory harness. Operation The MSD Controller offers several programmable
features that allow rpm and timing adjustments. Timing adjustments and selections can also be
made with plug-in modules. Software installation, operation and the programmable features of
the Controller are explained in detail in this document. Mounting The Controller is designed to
be mounted under the hood or on the firewall. Do not mount the unit near exhaust, upside down
or seal the base as that leaves no way for any moisture to escape the unit. Four vibration
mounts are supplied to mount the unit. Find a suitable location, confirm that all of the wires
reach their connections. Mark the mounting hole locations using the unit. Wiring PN and PN All
of the wiring, with the exception of four wires, are routed into factory style connectors to ensure
an easy installation. The wire descriptions are listed in the corresponding charts on the
following pages. Connect to a ground source, such as the engine or battery negative. Connect
to a switched 12 volt source. Coil and wire on EFI applications. Provides a 12 volt square wave
signal. When 12 volts are supplied, the Sw Retard is activated. When 12 volts are supplied, the
RevLO Launch rpm value is active. When 12 volts are supplied, the Step Retard is activated.
When 12 volts are supplied, the RevLaunch rpm value is active. The features are listed in the
same order shown on the Data Editor list in the software. Note that the Help pull down menu of
the software offers explanations of all the features. Power-up with a module installed will
override the saved timing plot. This setting can only be modified from the RPM Timing Curve
edit graph on the lower right of the screen. It can also be set with the Hand Held Monitor. The
chart allows you to map out an entire timing curve, much like the centrifugal advance of a
mechanical distributor. To create a map, simply position the mouse at a point on the chart and
right click to add a dot. By moving the mouse over this point and a left click, the dot changes to
red active and you can move it around the map. These settings include the cumulative value of
any vacuum advance or retard as well as the Switch Retard if used. It gives you the capability of
modifying the timing curve based on manifold pressure vacuum or boost. The chart allows you
to map out an advance curve based on manifold vacuum much like the vacuum advance on a
mechanical distributor. These settings include the cumulative value of any vacuum advance or
retard as well as the Switch Retard if activated. This setting should be set to match the MAP
Sensor in use: 1-bar psia , 2-bar psia , 3-bar psia. Timing Limit There are two adjustments that
set the limits of ignition timing. These settings are meant as safety targets to keep the timing in
check. Both the Minimum and Max values include any timing retards or advancements. Min
Timing: This is minimum amount of timing advance. It is adjustable from BTDC with a default of
5. Max Timing: This is the maximum amount of timing advance. It is adjustable from BTDC with
a default of COM FAX Rev Limits The Controller allows you to program two rev limits; one for an
over-rev safety and another that provides a low limit for use as a hole-shot, or 2-Step limit.
RevLO: This is the low rpm limit that is designed to be used while staged at the starting line. It
is activated when the Blue wire is connected to 12 volts. When there is no 12 volts on this wire,
the High Rev Limit is active. It is adjustable in rpm increments from 2,, rpm. RevHI: This is the
high, or over-rev rpm limit. It is active whenever the Blue wire RevLO is not connected to 12
volts. Step Retard Sw Retard A step retard will provide an adjustable amount of retard at a
specific moment. This is ideal when using nitrous oxide. The amount of retard is adjustable
from in 1 increments. The retard is activated when the Pink wire is switched to 12 volts. The
controller will alter the ignition timing constantly to search for the best idle qualities. Timing
Curve Modules The Controllers are supplied with six modules that plug into the side of the
housing, shown in figure to right. The modules are labeled Curve 1, Curve 2, etc. By plugging in
one of the modules, the timing curve will be set with a pre- programmed curve upon power-up
of the Controller. Removing the module while the engine is running will not affect the timing
curve. The figure below shows each of the timing curves. NOTE: Any updates that are made

using the PC software will be overridden if a module is left plugged in during power-up of the
Controller. Insert the installation CD into your PC. In Windows, click on Start then select Run. In
the box type, D: Setup and press Enter or corresponding drive. The screen will walk you
through several steps. Click on it to open the software. A program will open. Go to the upper left
corner of the screen and click on File, then Open. This will open a menu of part numbers. Select
or This will open another menu of versions. Highlight and open the vxx. IGN or vxx. IGN xx
determines the versions, such as Saves and Transfers Whenever a change is made to a
program, it either must be saved to a file in your PC or it needs to be transferred to the
Controller. You will notice that whenever you make a change to a program, the bullet next to the
modified value will turn red. It will remain red until you save it to a file or to the MSD. There are
two ways to save your files. If you are only making one or just a couple modifications this works
well. Save to PC: This will save your changes to only show on the PC screen indicated by a red
bullet point next to any altered values. These modifications will not be active or saved until you
save the file or transfer the information to the MSD. You can create numerous files on your PC
and download them for testing purposes or save programs you used at different races or
events. The 6-MOD is designed to drive the factory coils and control the ignition system on
engines that have been retro- fit with a carburetor. This harness provides a splice-free
installation of the Controller to factory equipped EFI vehicles making installation easy. This
allows the user to advance or retard the factorys timing curve, program their own, set a step
retard, boost retard, step rev limits and more. Operation The 6-MOD Controller offers several
programmable feature that allow rpm and timing adjustments. Loading the software is explained
in this section and there is a useful Help menu found in the software for more details. DOHC
engines use coils with reversed polarity. In these applications, the location of two coil wires
needs to be swapped in each connector. Connect to switched 12 volts. Coil input wire. Connect
eyelet to ground. Provides a 12 volt square wave source. When 12 volts are applied, the step
retard is activated. BLUE 2-Step. When 12 volts are applied, the RevLaunch rpm value is active.
Up to 10 points can be added. By moving the mouse over this point and a left click, the dot
changes to red active and you can move it around the map by clicking and dragging. These
settings include the cumulative value of any vacuum advance or retard as well as the Step
Retard if activated. A 2-bar Sensor is supplied. Min Timing: This is the minimum amount of
timing advance. COM FAX Rev Limits The Controller allows you to program two rev limits; one
for an over-rev safety and another that provides a low limit for use as a launch, or 2-Step limit.
RevLaunch This is the low rpm limit that is designed to be used while staged at the starting line.
RevMax This is the high, or over-rev rpm limit. Step Retard A step retard will provide an
adjustable amount of retard at a specific moment. Timing Source This adjustment allows you to
select a timing curve. Built-In: This is a general timing curve that is designed to work well with
most stock type engines. These can easily be modified by clicking and dragging on the dots, or
by adding a dot right click and saving to the ignition. The 6-Mod will use the factory ECUs
timing curve. By using the OEM Timing Mod option below, the entire timing curve will be
advanced the amount you set. By using the OEM Timing Mod option below, the entire timing
curve will be retarded the amount you set. Here you set the total amount of advance or retard
for the factory timing curve. The default is 0. OEMtimingmod: Adjustable from 0 - Select Use PN
Cut only with carburetors. The 6-HEMI is designed to drive the factory coils and control the
ignition system on engines that have been retro-fit with a carburetor. Due the two different coil
offerings, a coil harness must be purchased separately. PN is designed for the coil design
which use spark plug wires and the PN for model coils. These harnesses provides a splice-free
installation of the Controller to factory equipped EFI vehicles making installation easy. Coil-1
input wire See note on EFI diagram. To disable waste spark, cut the wire loop. Pin-1 is signal
and Pin-2 is 12 volt supply. For EFI applications, this connector connects to the Coil-1
connector See note on diagrams on following pages. Up to 10 points can be programmed. This
setting should be set to match the MAP Sensor in use: 1-bar 15 psia , 2-bar 30 psia , 3-bar 45
psia. Min Timing: The minimum timing setting. Max Timing: The maximum timing setting. Rev
Limits The Controller allows you to program two rev limits; RevMax for an over-rev safety and
RevLaunch that provides a low limit for use as a launch, or 2-Step limit. RevLaunch: This is the
low rpm limit that is designed to be used while staged at the starting line. When there is no 12
volts on this wire, the RevMax Limit is active. RevMax: This is the over-rev rpm limit. It is active
when the Blue wire RevLaunch is not connected to 12 volts. The 6-Hemi will use the factory
ECUs timing curve. By using the OEM Timing Mode option below, the entire timing curve will be
advanced the amount you set. A negative value retards the timing. Here you set the total
amount of advance or retard for the factory timing curve Negative value will retard the timing.
OEMtimingMod: Adjustable from retard 10 to advance Caution: Too much advance can cause
damage to engine! Idle Timing Control When this feature is On, the timing will fluctuate during

idle to improve the idle quality. This is only used during the "Built-In" timing mode. On: Idle
timing will vary to produce a more stable idle RPM. Off: Timing will be fixed, based on the timing
tables. Waste Spark Option When this feature is On, each coil will fire every When turned Off,
each coil will fire every of crankshaft rotation. Harness: When harness PN is used, waste spark
is Off. When harness PN is used, waste spark is On. Insert the installation CD into your PC or
download from Connects to switched 12 volts Powered while cranking and when key is On.
Black: Connects to Ground. Blue: Step retard Active when 12 volts is applied. Gray: Tach
output. V8 only. It will use pass-through timing from the sensors below rpm or above rpm
anytime the LED is flashing. Once the Timing Twister has learned the tooth patterns the LED will
remain illuminated with no flashing when the engine rpm is above rpm, indicating the timing is
being controlled, not passed through. The units feature direct plug-in installation and provide a
step retard, boost retard and even allow for the timing to be advanced. It is important to note
that the timing will not be changed at idle rpm. Once the engine reaches 1, rpm, the timing will
change to your settings. The boost timing allows you to retard the timing from 0. Note that a
MAP Sensor is required. See Switch Position Chart in two pages. V8 only 4 pulses per rev. It
provides a simple way to retard the timing. The units feature direct plug-in installation and
provide a step retard and boost retard MAP Sensor required. The DIS-2 Ignitions can be used on
4-cylinder engines equipped with two dual output coils. The DIS-4 Ignitions can be used on 4, 6
or 8-cylinder engines equipped with up to four dual output coils. They will accept trigger inputs
from electronic DIS type ignition systems. Do not touch the coil terminals or wiring when the
engine is cranking or running. NOTE: Do not connect to alternator. This wire connects to a good
ground, either at the battery negative - terminal recommended or to the engine. Heavy Red
Power Leads These are the two heavy guage wires 14 guage and are responsible for getting
direct battery voltage to the ignition. NOTE: This is the only wire that makes electrical contact
with channel 1 coil negative -. NOTE: This is the only wire that makes electrical contact with
channel 2 coil negative -. NOTE: This is the only wire that makes electrical contact with channel
3 coil negative -. NOTE: This is the only wire that makes electrical contact with channel 4 coil
negative -. This wire is used to connect to the factory coil negative - trigger of channel 2. This
wire is used to connect to the factory coil negative - trigger of channel 3 DIS-4 only. This wire is
used to connect to the factory coil negative - trigger of channel 4 DIS-4 only. Operating Voltage:
volts neg. To activate, connect this wire to ground through a switch. To activate low rpm limit,
connect this wire to 12 volts. Step Retard. To activate the step retard connect this wire to 12
volts. The DIS Ignitions are programmed at the factory for operation on most 4, 6 or 8-cylinder
engines with distributorless ignitions. Early models feature dip switches. Wiring the Step Retard
Retard is activated when connected to 12 volts. Start by determining which factory terminal is
the volt source. The MSD wiring is dependent on the volt source. The Adapter has six wires that
need to be connected and the DIS Ignition already has the matching connectors. Connects to 12
volts ignition. The controllers allow users to program and control a variety of rpm and timing
functions ranging from Individual Cylinder Timing to retards for each gear. This software can be
downloaded from The PN features a Fuel Adder circuit that gives you the ability to program the
output of up to four additional fuel injectors. NOTE: The programming and features of these
Controllers are explained at length in the installation instructions. These can be downloaded at
This allows the MSD Ignition to be unplugged and the stock ignition to be reconnected with the
supplied by- pass plug. Yellow 2-Pin Plug When grounded, this wire activates several features
including; Launch Retard value and will reset the Shift Light sequence to 1st gear. On single
channel ignitions it also activates the Launch rpm limit. Splice it into the DIS Ignitions blue wire.
This wire activates the Burnout rev limit when grounded, when used with single channel ignitions only. When 12 volts is re- moved the retard is deactivated. Pink Injector output 1 to Fuel
Injector. Injector output 2 to Fuel Injector. This wire connects to electronic ignition amplifier
output or to the trigger output of the ECU. The connec- tor plugs directly into an MSD distributor
or crank trigger. When these wires are used, the White, Green, Yellow, Violet wires are not.
Distributor applications only. Channel 2 output trigger signal. Channel 3 output trigger signal.
Channel 4 output trigger signal. Dark Brown This wire activates the third retard stage when it is
applied to 12 volts. It delivers high powered CD multiple sparks and provides the ability to
program and control a variety of rpm and timing functions ranging from Individual Cylinder
Timing to retards for each gear. COM FAX These are the two heavy 12 gauge wires and are
responsible for getting direct battery voltage to the ignition. The Ignition is load protected from
reverse battery connections and will automatically shut down if there is over 27 volts input.
Connect to a switched 12 volt source such as the ignition key or switch. NOTE: Engine must be
grounded to battery negative. This wire connects to the coil 1 negative - terminal. This wire is
used to connect to the electronic ignition amplifier output or to the trigger output of the ECU for
coil 2. Tach Output Used to provide a tach signal to rpm sensing devices. This wire is used to

connect to the electronic ignition amplifier output or to the trigger output of the ECU for coil 1.
Step 3 retard ramp can be activated by this wire providing a progressive retard ramp that is
programmable from. When 12 volts are removed the retard is deactivated. Connects to the Shift
Light PN or to any device with a 3 amp or less current draw. It allows you to adjust the timing up
to 15 as the boost pressure of the turbo or supercharger increases. It also increases the stock
inductive ignition spark energy and voltage creating a powerful spark to completely ignite the
fuel mixture. The Universal BTM con- nects to most single coil factory and aftermarket ignition
amplifiers and points style distributors. It can also be used as a stand alone ignition with an
MSD Distributor. With the BTM, the wires hook together, but not on the coil terminal. Black:
Connects to engine or chassis ground. White: This is the trigger signal wire and connects to the
points or electronic ignition trigger wire. Magnetic Connector: This connector is used when
triggering the ignition from a magnetic pickup. Green: Magnetic pickup negative -. They allow
you to retard the timing in relation to boost pressure created by a turbo or supercharger. Timing
adjustments can be made by the driver with a dash mounted control knob. The timing can be
retarded up to a maximum of Part Number is a BTM with an additional vacuum advance feature.
When vacuum is present, you can adjust up to 20 of timing advance. This adjustment is made
with a locking potentiometer on the side of the unit. When this wire is used the Magnetic Pickup
is not Violet and Green. These wires are routed together in one harness and form the magnetic
pickup connector. When this connector is used, the White wire is not and should be sealed. It
does not matter which color wire is connected to which. The control knob shows 1, 2 and 3
increments. The ignition timing will be retarded 1, 2 or 3 per pound of boost with a maximum of
With the knob set at 2, at 6-Lbs. When the control knob is at full counterclockwise position,
there will be no retard. Connects to ground. This is the trigger output to the Ignition. The timing
can be retarded up to When the control knob is at full clockwise position, the timing will be at
the factory setting. The loop is with the cylinder select loops. Cylinder Select: There are two
wire loops under the small cover on the side of the control. For 6-cylinder operation, cut the Red
loop, for 4-cylinder engines, cut both the Red and Blue loop. White: Violet and Green: Connects
to points or an ignition amplifier output. They both are designed to provide up to three different
retard rates that can be activated at different times. The three stages are cumulative up to 20 6
on first stage, 4 second, 2 third means 12 total. There are three retard module sockets on the
side of the unit, each with their own activation wire. Each stage is activated when the
corresponding wire is removed from ground. NOTE: If a stage is not going to be used, the wire
must be grounded or a Zero degree module must be installed. Violet: Violet Loop: Activates the
start retard when supplied with 12 volts. The PN will automatically deactivate the retard once the
engine reaches over rpm and will not return again until the ignition is turned Off or engine rpm
drops below rpm. The PN requires momentary 12 volts to activate and will deactivate when 12
Volts are removed. Under the cover next to the Blue and Red cylinder loops is a Violet loop.
This adjusts the start retard of the PN only. When it is not cut, the retard is 10, cutting it will
retard it When the activation button is pressed, 12 volts is applied to the wire, thus removing the
ground path and activating the retard stage. The four stages are cumulative up to 20 6 on first
stage, 4 second, 3 third, 2 fourth produces 15 total. Instead of using rpm modules, this unit has
four rotary dials that range from in one degree increments. If a stage is not going to be used, its
activation wire MUST be connected to ground, or positioned at zero on its dial. Activates the
start retard when supplied to 12 volts. Once the engine reaches over rpm, the retard will be
deactivated and will not return again until the ignition is turned Off or engine rpm drops below
rpm. There is a rotary dial that controls the amount of retard in 5 increments with a max of
Cylinder Select A rotary dial is used to select the number of cylinders. Magnetic Pickup
Compensation This circuit provides a timing compensation circuit for different style pickups.
This adjustment is more important for crank triggers and locked-out timing systems. If you are
using the White wire for a trigger input, no adjustment is neces- sary. It is an electronic version
of a centrifugal advance. When the engine is cranking the timing retards 20 from the mechanical
locked out timing and remains there until 1, rpm. At this point, the tim- ing begins to ramp back
up and reaches your mechanical setting by 3, rpm. This curve is not adjustable. This Control
also has a single stage of retard that is adjustable with plug-in modules. Red: Black: Yellow:
Connects to switched 12 volt source. The Gray is the activation wire for the retard stage. The
black is a ground wire. When this wire is removed from ground, the retard stage is activated.
This is a ground wire. By connecting this to the Gray wire, the retard will not activate. See Page
It is a programmable electronic version of a centrifugal advance. There is also an optional single
stage of retard and 20 start retard. The timing curve is programmed with three locking
potentiometers. When all of the pots are turned to full clockwise position, there is no timing
curve. This is where you should begin all adjustments. The total timing must be set in the
engine before beginning any adjustments. Retard Stage There is a single stage of retard that is

activated when the Gray wire is removed from ground. The amount of retard is adjustable with
plug-in modules. Gray: When this wire is removed from ground, the retard stage is activated.
Violet: Activates 20 of retard when connected to 12 volts. Connect to the starter side of the
starter solenoid wiring. The Me- chanical timing is set by the position of the crank trigger or
distributor. Before making any adjustments, be sure to have your mechanical timing set to your
specifications. RPM: This is the rpm point in which the advance will begin. To set this,
accelerate the engine to the rpm point that you want the advance to start. Turn the RPM control
pot counterclockwise until the timing begins to change. Initial Timing: This adjusts the timing
setting where the engine idles. This amount can be ad- justed 20 from where the me- chanical
timing is set. To adjust the initial timing, turn the con- trol pot counterclockwise. It will retard the
timing up to 20 from the mechanical timing. Slope: This is the point where the timing advances
to the me- chanical timing again. To set this, rev the engine up to the rpm point that the timing
should be completely in at. Turn the Slope control pot counterclock- wise until the timing
begins to change. The start retard can be set for 10 or 25 during cranking. When the engine is
cranked, the timing will retard until the engine reaches over 1, rpm. At this point it will return
and stay at the set timing. There is also a step retard that is adjustable with plug-in modules.
This retard is controlled by the Gray wire. It will be activated when the Gray wire is removed
from ground. Start Retard Retard Stage There is a single stage of retard that is activated when
the Gray wire is removed from ground. Once the engine reaches over 1, rpm, the retard will be
deactivated and will not return again until the ignition is turned Off or engine rpm drops below
rpm. This adjusts the start retard. The starting and ending rpm points of the curve are selected
with rpm modules. The range of timing change is set with degree modules and installed in either
a negative retard or positive advance module position. There are also two retard stages that are
adjustable with plug-in modules. These retard steps will be activated when their corresponding
control wires are removed from ground. There is also an optional start retard that can be set to
retard the timing either 10 or 25 while the engine cranks. There are two retard stages that can
activate independently. If used at the same time, the retard rates are cumulative. When the
retard is not being used, the activation wire s MUST be grounded or a Zero degree module must
be installed. If not, the timing will be retarded the default amount, When this wire is removed
from ground, the 1 retard stage is activated. When this wire is removed from ground, the 2
retard stage is activated. This will determine how much advance you want to add. This will
determine the total amount of timing that is removed by the End rpm. The Controllers allow you
to program and control a variety of timing and rpm options. Many of these options are explained in the wiring on the following page. The Controllers wire to your existing MSD just like
most other Timing Controls and will accept trigger signals from magnetic pickups, amplifiers or
points. Quick Links Download this manual. Registering your product. Go to Read these
instructions before attempting the installation. When discon-. Note: The terminals of this
Distributor require spark plug style terminals. You may need to change. Before continuing with
the installation, here are a few definitions you should be aware of:. Initial Timing: This is the
base timing also referred to as idle timing of the engine before the. Centrifugal Advance: The
centrifugal or mechanical advance mechanism is made up of weights,. The amount and rate of
advance that your. If you ever wish to lock out the. Total Timing: This is the total of the initial
timing plus the centrifugal advance added together. When checking Total timing, disconnect.
Note: MSD Distributors are supplied with the heavy slow advance springs installed. This is to
prevent. Review the information on pages to determine the best. Page 2: Installation
Instructions The rate, or how quick the advance comes in is determined by the type of springs
which are installed on the distributor. These will give you the slowest advance curve possible
Figure 2. The parts kit contains two additional sets of springs which can be used to match the
advance curve to your particular application. To change the springs, remove the cap and rotor
and use needlenose pliers to remove the springs. Be sure the new springs seat in the groove on
the pin. If a different Green amount of centrifugal advance is desired, follow the Blue next
procedure to change the bushings. Install the gasket to the housing then loosen the slip collar
and insert the distributor into the engine until it bottoms out against the oil pump drive. Remove
the existing distributor cap without disconnecting any of the spark plug wires. With the cap off,
crank the engine until the rotor is aimed at a fixed point on the engine or firewall. Any
modifications to this item or if it is used on an application other than what MSD markets the
product, the warranty will be void. This manual is also suitable for: Print page 1 Print document
8 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Includes vacuum advance and must be used with an MSD 6, 7 and
8-series ignition. Please provide your information below and we will send you an e-mail when
this product becomes available. My Account My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All. Also in
Fasteners and Hardware - View All. Also in Gaskets - View All. Also in Brakes - View All. Also in

Cooling - View All. Also in Ignition - View All. Also in Tuners and Programmers - View All. Also
in Data Acquisition - View All. Also in Interior - View All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also in
Electrical - View All. Also in Engine - View All. Also in Marine and Powersports - View All. Also in
Nitrous - View All. Also in Exhaust - View All. Also in Off-Road - View All. Larger Image. Email
Me When Available. Add to Wish List. A vacuum advance canister provides economy and the
proven MSD mechanical advance gives you the opportunity to dial-in a timing curve to fit your
needs. Inside, an oversized steel shaft is QPQ-coated for low friction and rides in a sealed ball
bearing at the top of the distributor with an extra-long sintered bushing at the bottom. This
combination keeps the shaft steady creating accurate spark delivery at any rpm. This pick-up is
extremely accurate and never needs adjusting. Brand MSD C. These rotors are designed with
high rpm and performance in mind which is why they are standard on most MSD Pro-Billet
Distributors. Part This cap will also fit original GM points distributors. Bronze Distributor Gear.
Vacuum Advance Mechanism. Limited 1 Year Warranty: See Details. Some parts are not legal for
use in California or other states with similar regulations. With this sort of an illustrative manual,
you are going to be able to troubleshoot, stop, and total your projects without difficulty. Not
merely will it enable you to attain your required outcomes faster, but additionally make the
entire process easier for everybody. This e-book can show to become the right device for all
these who desire to create a well-organized and well-planned operating surroundings. Wiring
Diagram will come with several easy to adhere to Wiring Diagram Instructions. It is supposed to
aid each of the typical user in developing a suitable method. These instructions will be easy to
comprehend and use. Using this manual, you will be in a position to find out how each and
every element should be related and the actual actions you should consider to be able to
effectively complete a certain task. Wiring Diagram consists of numerous in depth illustrations
that display the relationship of assorted things. It includes instructions and diagrams for
various kinds of wiring techniques along with other things like lights, windows, etc. The e-book
includes a great deal of sensible techniques for different scenarios that you may encounter
when you are working with wiring issues. Every one of such suggestions are illustrated with
practical illustrations. Wiring Diagram not only gives detailed illustrations of whatever you can
do, but in addition the methods you need to stick to whilst performing so. Additionally, Wiring
Diagram provides you with the time frame in which the assignments are to become completed.
You may be in a position to learn precisely once the projects ought to be accomplished, which
makes it much easier for you personally to properly handle your time and efforts. Wiring
diagram also offers beneficial recommendations for projects which may need some extra tools.
This e-book even contains ideas for additional provides that you may want in order to end your
tasks. It will be able to supply you with further equipment like conductive tape, screwdrivers,
wire nuts, and so forth. It will also consist of provides you might must total easy assignments.
Wiring Diagram includes the two illustrations and step-by-step directions that will allow you to
really develop your undertaking. This is beneficial for each the folks and for experts that are
seeking to learn more regarding how to established up a working atmosphere. Wiring Diagrams
are created to be easy to comprehend and easy to build. You are able to discover
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this guidebook easy to make use of and in addition extremely inexpensive. You are able to
always count on Wiring Diagram as an important reference that will enable you to save money
and time. Moreover, this book gives sensible recommendations for many distinct tasks that you
simply will probably be capable to accomplish. With this kind of an illustrative guidebook, you
will be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and full your tasks with ease. Not merelyâ€¦. With this kind of
an illustrative guide, you are going to have the ability to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your
assignments with ease. Buy Here Ballast Wiring Diagramballast wiring diagram â€” You will
need a comprehensive, professional, and easy to comprehend Wiring Diagram. With such an
illustrative guide, you will be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your projects easily. Not
only will it assist you to attainâ€¦. Gallery of Msd Distributor Wiring Diagram. Photocell Switch
Wiring Diagram. Motion Sensor Light Wiring Diagram.

